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Abstract—Operating System (OS) fingerprinting allows net-
work administrators to identify which operating systems are
running on the hosts communicating over their network. This
information is useful for detecting OS-specific vulnerabilities and
for administering OS-related security policies that block, rate-
limit, or redirect traffic. Passive fingerprinting can identify hosts’
OS types without active probes that introduce additional network
load. However, existing software-based passive fingerprinting
tools cannot keep up with the traffic in high-speed networks.
This paper presents P40f, a tool that runs on programmable
switch hardware to perform OS fingerprinting and apply security
policies at line rate. Unlike p0f, P40f can fingerprint devices’ OS
types and react to it (e.g., drop, rate-limit) in real time directly in
the switch, without requiring any control-plane messages. P40f is
a P4 implementation of an existing software tool, p0f. We present
our prototype implemented with the P4 language, which compiles
and runs on the Intel Tofino switch. We present experiments
against packet traces from a real campus network, and make
our code publicly available.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information about the operating systems running on end
hosts is important for managing enterprise networks. In par-
ticular, network administrators use host OS information for
keeping device inventory up-to-date, urging users to perform
OS upgrades, and applying different firewall rules based on
OS type. For example, hosts running outdated OSes (e.g.,
Windows XP) may be vulnerable to security exploits that may
cause them to be compromised; OS fingerprinting can help a
network administrator to check how many internal hosts are
using outdated OSes and pinpoint them by IP address.

Active probing is a well-known mechanism for OS fin-
gerprinting. Tools such as Nmap [1] and ZMap [2] send
probes designed to elicit unusual or distinctive responses from
target hosts to reveal OS-specific quirks. However, active
fingerprinting has a number of disadvantages. First, such tools
exchange multiple packets with each host, leading to longer
scan times and extra network load as the number of hosts
grows in the network. Second, active probes might miss many
hosts, leaving them unaccounted for. For example, active
probes have difficulty scanning hosts behind network address
translators (NATs). Some hosts plainly block or ignore such
probes. Active fingerprinters also cannot run against external
hosts that are contacting the internal hosts of the network,
which is often essential for network forensics.

Passive OS fingerprinting tools [3], [4], in contrast, monitor
existing network traffic to identify a host’s OS in real time,
while avoiding the need for periodic scans or bypassing of
NATs and firewalls. Passive OS fingerprinters are a better fit
to today’s dynamic bring-your-own-device (BYOD) networks
(e.g., eduroam on college campuses [5]), which do not mandate

host registration and where hosts come and go rapidly. Existing
software passive fingerprinters, however, introduce several
challenges in today’s networks. First of all, software cannot
keep up with large amounts of traffic on ever-increasing high-
speed networks. As this was identified as a real operational
problem, tools like k-p0f were developed, designed for
high throughput. However, k-p0f also experiences a 38%
degradation in throughput on a saturated gigabit link [6]. Load
balancing on multiple servers running Data Plane Develop-
ment Kit (DPDK) [7] might work, yet it is challenging to
build and manage such infrastructure. Second, an out-of-band
monitoring system cannot take immediate actions on traffic
(e.g., blocking, redirecting, or rate-limiting) based on the OS
information as packets pass by; the external monitoring system
would have to send a separate control-plane message to the
data plane to take action, which incurs additional communi-
cation load and delay. For example, if you use a software
middlebox that processes SYN packets, that middlebox has
to send a control-plane message to the data plane to apply
an action on packets. These limitations could be avoided if
network devices can perform OS fingerprinting and take direct
action on packets on-the-fly.

To this end, we present P40f, a passive fingerprinter that
runs directly in the data plane. We utilize Protocol Independent
Switch Architecture (PISA) programmable switches [8], [9]
that provide flexible packet processing, which enables both OS
fingerprinting and security policy enforcement on the switch.
P40f fingerprints OS type by analyzing TCP header and option
fields in TCP SYN packets, a powerful technique used by
p0f [3], a popular passive OS fingerprinter implemented in
software. P40f provides OS fingerprinting that matches the
interface’s packet processing rate, whether it is 10, 40, or
even 100 Gbps. In addition, P40f can take direct action, such
as allow, drop, or redirect, on packets based on their OS
information directly in the data plane.

Implementing and running an OS fingerprinter in a pro-
grammable data plane is challenging. Switches impose more
strict constraints on packet parsing and processing when com-
pared to machines with general-purpose CPUs. For example,
the number, types, and lengths of fields in a TCP option
differ from option to option, but switch parsers cannot process
headers that contain a variable number of fields or that contain
variable-length fields in the beginning or middle of the header.
This makes fine-grained TCP option processing difficult. The
p0f tool also requires performing division between some TCP
option fields, but hardware switches cannot perform such
complex arithmetic operations correctly.

P40f presents the following contributions to overcome the
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Figure 1: The first line is the format of a p0f v3.x TCP
signature. The second line is an example signature for “Linux
3.11 and newer”.

challenge and provide OS fingerprinting functionality for
practical use in real enterprise networks.
Complete, versatile TCP option parser. P40f implements
a complete, versatile, and efficient TCP option parser in the
data plane, dealing with any combination of TCP options with
a variable number of fields and variable-length fields. P40f’s
TCP option parser also leaves the original TCP header intact
while doing so. P40f can parse up to ten TCP option fields in
any order, and keeps track of the order, too. This is a significant
improvement over previous work like Dapper [10], which
parses TCP options without recognizing the order of them.
Moreover, Dapper only runs on a software switch whereas
P40f runs within a programmable switch hardware, which has
much tighter restrictions and resource constraints.
Modular design. P40f tags the OS type information as
metadata to a packet at the ingress pipeline. Thus, an operator
can easily add custom P4 code at the egress pipeline to run an
application that takes actions on packets based on OS type.

P40f is an early prototype that demonstrates the power of
programmable data planes. P40f compiles and runs in Intel’s
Tofino-based switches [9], and we open-source our code [11].

II. BACKGROUND: P0F OVERVIEW

P40f is based on p0f [3], a popular passive OS fingerprinter.
The software is written in C, and it compiles and runs on
servers with general-purpose CPUs. The p0f software monitors
a network interface and analyzes packets that appear on the
interface. To perform OS fingerprinting on a packet, p0f
first extracts information from the packet’s TCP/IP headers.
Then it compares this information to entries in a fingerprint
database file to match the packet to an operating system label.
Unsurprisingly, the software faces performance issues when
the incoming packet rate becomes too high.

A p0f signature is a list of TCP header values that is unique
for each OS type. When a packet’s TCP header values match
with a certain signature, p0f fingerprints the OS type of the
packet’s sender. Figure 1 shows an example signature for the
OS label “Linux v3.11 and newer”. A signature has nine colon-
delimited fields; Table I summarizes each field’s description.

There are two different types of signatures: specific or
generic. The generic signatures match broader groups of
operating systems, are considered “last-resort,” and thus are
given lower priority than specific signatures. An example of a
generic signature is “Mac OS X” while a specific one is “Mac
OS X 10.x”.

Firewalls or NAT devices do not affect p0f’s accuracy, as
mentioned in the original work [3]. This is the same for P40f,
which inherits p0f’s design and technique.

Field Description

ver Signature for IPv4 (’4’), IPv6 (’6’), or both (’*’).

ttl Initial TTL used by the OS. Mostly 64, 128, or 255.

olen Length of IPv4 options or IPv6 extension headers.

mss TCP max segment size. Supports wildcard value.

wsize TCP window size. Value is a fixed integer, a multiple of
MSS or MTU, a multiple of an integer, or a wildcard.

scale TCP window scaling factor. Fixed value or ’*’.

olayout Exact layout of TCP options, including of bytes of padding
after EOL option. Consists of comma-delimited strings.

quirks Implementation quirks found in IP and TCP headers and in
TCP options. Consists of comma-delimited strings. Exam-
ples include “don’t fragment bit set” (‘df+’).

Table I: Main fields of a p0f v3.x TCP signature.

Type (kind) Length Data Purpose
0 N/A N/A End of options list
1 N/A N/A No operation
2 4 MSS Maximum segment size
3 3 Window Window scale
4 2 N/A Selected ACK permitted

5 10, 18,
26, 34 Blocks ACKed Selective ACK

8 10 Timestamps TCP timestamps

Table II: The list of available TCP options.

III. PASSIVE OS FINGERPRINTING IN P4

P40f is an implementation of p0f in P4 [12], a language
for specifying how to parse and process packets. Our work
compiles and runs in a real data plane at line rate. Figure 2
illustrates P40f’s architecture and packet’s path through the
switch. As a packet enters the data plane, P40f first ex-
tracts information from a TCP SYN packet’s TCP/IP headers,
populates a set of custom metadata, and then compares the
metadata against a list of p0f signatures. The p0f signatures
are translated and installed as match-action rules in a table in
the data plane, along with the desired actions per OS label.
Therefore, there is no need for control-plane interaction at
run-time.

A. Parsing Variable-Length TCP Options

Aside from information contained in the standard IP and
TCP header fields, the list of TCP options in a packet act as
a strong fingerprint. Moreover, the order of the existing TCP
options is also a strong indicator of a particular OS. Thus, we
need a parser design that can: (1) successfully identify and
parse every possible TCP option, (2) parse not just one but a
series of options, and (3) save the order of options.

Predefined parser states: As mentioned before, the number
of TCP options appearing in a packet is variable. Fortunately,
the number of available TCP options is fixed, and each TCP
option is identifiable by its option type, or kind. Also, the
TCP option’s length is fixed per option kind, too. Table II
summarizes the available TCP options. Therefore, P40f creates
a unique parser state for each TCP option kind, and each parser
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Figure 2: P40f’s architecture and how a TCP SYN packet traverses the pipeline.

state knows how many bits to parse. One exception is the
Selective ACKnowledgement (SACK) option kind; this option
has four different possible lengths. As the P4 language and
a real PISA switch hardware are not amendable to writing a
program with parameters, we create four different parser states
for the SACK option type, one for each length. Thus, P40f has
ten different types of predefined parser states. This is less than
4% of the total available parser states in the Tofino-1 switch.

Sequential branching as packets fly by: With a high-level
programming language for general-purpose CPUs (e.g., C), it
is straightforward to write code that can parse a series of TCP
options: if/elif/else statements within a for/while loop will do.
However, as a language for a feed-forward packet processing
pipeline, the P4 language does not allow loop statements.
Thus, we unfold this logic in P40f: we design P40f’s parser
as a sequence of parsing stages, where each parsing stage
contains a set of parser states. In each parsing stage, there
are ten predefined parser states, which were described above.
As illustrated in Figure 2, a TCP SYN packet enters the
first parsing stage and branches along in sequence until no
TCP option is left or it reaches the maximum number of
parsing stages. In our current prototype, we allow up to ten
TCP options, or parsing stages, in sequence; there is no p0f
signature that has more than ten TCP options. As a packet
branches along, the order of parsed TCP options is saved, too.

Knowing when to stop with a parser counter: Per the TCP
protocol standard, a special TCP option kind, end of options
list (Table II), indicates that there are no more TCP options
left in the header. Unsurprisingly, however, this standard is not
always followed in various TCP/IP stack implementations in
different end devices. Therefore, we implement another mech-
anism to identify the end of TCP options list. In particular, we
calculate the length of all TCP options present in a packet and
save it as a counter. This counter value can be calculated by
subtracting the standard TCP header length without any TCP
option, which is 20 bytes, from data offset value in the TCP
header, which indicates the total TCP header length, including
the TCP options fields. Once the counter value is set, P40f
decrements this counter whenever it parses an option kind,

according to the option’s size. When this counter value finally
reaches 0, P40f knows that all TCP options have been parsed.
When the counter never reaches 0 or becomes a negative value,
we consider this as a failed parse. Thus, we discard the packet
and report it accordingly.

Computing P0f signature fields: In the switch, we maintain
one metadata field for each p0f signature field. These metadata
fields make up a structure called p0f metadata. The metadata
fields are populated during parsing and in the control pipeline,
which then act as keys to the match-action table for OS fin-
gerprinting. Our current prototype populates ten p0f metadata
fields, including the first seven rows in Table I and three quirks
that are heavily used: don’t fragment bit set (df+), non-zero
IPID (id+), and TCP timestamp specified as zero (ts1-).

B. Inferring OS Labels and Applying Actions

All p0f signatures are translated into rules in a table in P40f,
where the match keys are fields in the signature. These match
keys are compared with the packet’s p0f metadata once the
metadata fields have been fully populated. However, some p0f
signature field values are relative to another field value, which
sometimes raises an issue when translating to table rules in
P40f. There are also different priorities assigned to signatures
based on their type. We discuss how P40f deals with these
aspects, and then describe the possible actions an operator
can assign to each rule.

Maximum segment size and window size: In p0f signatures,
the TCP window size (p0f signature field wsize) is often
expressed as a multiple of the TCP maximum segment size
(e.g., wsize=mss x2). This becomes an issue when matching on
this particular field in a programmable data plane. In particular,
the challenge arises when the mss value itself is wildcarded in
the p0f signature. We can do a wildcard matching (i.e., *) for
the mss value, but we cannot do the same for the wsize value
because of the x2 condition. One idea is to enter the integer
that is multiplied to the mss value as a match key, which is 2 in
our example, then make the programmable data plane perform
a division operation, wsize/mss, in the pipeline to match on
this value. Current data planes, however, cannot perform an
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exact multiplication or division operation; both are expensive
operations that cannot be done at line rate, currently.

To overcome this limitation, we investigate the most popular
maximum segment sizes (mss) observed in the Internet. Based
on prior work [13], [14], we select the top ten most used
mss values, which covers around 90% of observed IPv4 TCP
traffic: 1460, 1400, 1452, 1360, 1370, 1412, 1440, 1300, 1420,
and 1380. For each mss value, we calculate the matching
wsize according to each p0f signature, and then install a
corresponding table rule. Thus, for a p0f signature with the
(wsize=mss x2) condition, we will have ten rules installed (i.e.,
(1) mss=1460, wsize=2920, (2) mss=1400, wsize=2800, and
so on). Note that this technique only applies to signatures with
wildcard matching on the mss value, thus the increase in the
number of rules is limited.

Generic rules vs. specific rules: As mentioned in Section II,
there are specific and genetic rules in p0f signatures. The
original p0f software tool matches on the generic rules only
after there is no match with the specific rules. We follow this
process in P40f as well, using the priority field in the match-
action table rules. The generic signatures are installed with a
lower priority compared to the specific signatures.

Fuzzy matching: The original p0f software does fuzzy
matching: if the key fields in a p0f signature are matching,
p0f relaxes or even ignores some fields. A prime example is
the Time-To-Live or ttl value: if all other fields are matching,
p0f allows the ttl value to be between (max(0, ttl-35), ttl). This
makes sense since each hop decrements the ttl value, thus the
value depends on where the packet trace was captured. We
achieve the same behavior in P40f by using a range match
type for the ttl field for rules in the match-action table.

Supported actions on packets: P40f currently supports three
policy actions: drop pkt, drop ip, and redirect. The drop pkt
action drops any packet matched to an OS label. The drop ip
action drops the packet as well as any subsequent packets
received from the source IP address this packet came from.
The redirect action redirects any packet matched to this OS
label to a specified destination IP address. This destination IP
is given as a parameter in the policy file.

IV. P40F PROTOTYPE

P40f prototype consists of 1,819 lines of P4 code, and it
compiles and runs in Intel’s Tofino-based switches [9]. In this
section, we describe the resource footprint of the prototype.

Number of stages. When compiled, the processing pipeline of
the P4 code spans around two-thirds of the available number
of stages in the Tofino-1 switch. Yet, the program does not
consume much resources in each stage. Given that hardware
switches can execute multiple independent tables in parallel in
a stage, production-grade P4 compilers (e.g., Intel P4Studio)
will easily allow other packet-processing functionality to run
in parallel with P40f. Other parallel P4 functionality can
likely share the stages with P40f and also additionally use
the remaining one-third of the stages in full while running

Internet Firewall

Border router Core router
Tap point for 

capturing traffic

Figure 3: The edge of the university campus network. Traffic
was captured at the yellow dot.

simultaneously with P40f on the Tofino switch. Moreover,
P40f fits into the ingress pipeline, leaving the egress pipeline
for any other packet-processing functionality.

Table size and memory space. The P40f installs a total of
278 rules, which are derived from the p0f signatures, in the
match-action table. Our PISA-based hardware, the Edge-core
Wedge 100BF-32X with Intel’s Tofino chip [15], can typically
hold up to tens of thousands of rules, thus the overhead is
negligible. If desired, the P40f prototype can also have an
internal data structure for keeping an up-to-date counter per
OS type (helps produce results in Section V). For this purpose,
we can use the Tofino chip’s stateful memory called register
arrays. The memory required for OS counter register arrays is
negligible: the p0f v3.09b database contains 45 OS labels and
each counter is 64 bits wide, which totals to 360 bytes. This
is less than 1% of the total available on our hardware.

V. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

We ran our P40f prototype against our campus network
traffic to demonstrate that operators can use P40f for network-
management tasks. Figure 3 shows where the packet traces
were captured on our campus network. A three-hour packet
trace was captured on August 19, 2020 between 8:00am-
11:00am local time. There are around 1.5 million packets in
total, with an average of 138,802 packets per second. Our P40f
program fits and runs in a hardware switch, thus the finger-
printing happens at line rate, i.e., P40f’s rate of fingerprinting
keeps up with the incoming packet rate. We applied a one-way
hash on all internal campus IP and MAC addresses to remove
any personally identifiable information (PII), and payloads
were not collected. All of our data collection and evaluation
processes were reviewed and approved by our institutional
review board. We perform OS fingerprinting at the granularity
of the source and destination IP pair. This is because a host’s
IP address can change over time due to DHCP or NAT. We
run P40f against both internal IP addresses, or clients with IP
addresses assigned by our campus network, and external IP
addresses from the Internet. However, due to space constraints,
we only show the result against external IP addresses in
Table III. P40f has more value when fingerprinting OS types
of external hosts since they cannot be fingerprinted by other
methods, such as using DHCP packets [16].

P40f generally matches p0f’s output for internal hosts.
P40f closely matches p0f’s fingerprinting result for packets
originating from internal hosts. This shows that P40f can per-
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form fingerprinting pretty accurately even with the sacrifices
needed to make the program fit in the Tofino hardware. Specif-
ically, P40f overcounts Linux systems (3.40% vs. 3.05%) but
undercounts Windows systems (2.90% vs. 3.14%). Although
the gaps are not significant, further investigation is desirable.
On the other hand, P40f fingerprints Mac OS X systems with
perfect accuracy. This is likely because a Mac OS X system
has a very distinctive signature in its TCP header.

OS fingerprinting is harder against external hosts. In Ta-
ble III, P40f’s result still generally matches the trend of p0f’s,
but with higher variability when compared to fingerprinting
internal hosts. In particular, P40f is still good at fingerprinting
Mac OS X systems, but there are noticeable gaps in Linux and
Window categories. We leave this as future work. For both p0f
and P40f, we detect a lot of SYN scan activity by the NMap
tool, but P40f counts more NMap SYN scans than p0f. The
NMap signature specifies that the NMap scanning tool uses
a random TTL value between 0 and 64. Further investiga-
tion is required, but we suspect P40f handles this signature
incorrectly, possibly installing a rule with a wider range. We
plan to fix this in our next version. Deeper investigation also
shows that a large chunk of the unclassified packets are due
to SYN flooding; such packets can be identified by finding
TCP SYN packets without any TCP option. The presence of
such activities in packets originating from the Internet towards
our campus network is not surprising. Besides, the trace was
captured before our firewall, as shown in Figure 3.

In general, it is hard to fingerprint external hosts with
perfect accuracy due to the diversity of client types and
more adversarial behavior. Yet, the ability to run passive OS
fingerprinting against incoming traffic at line rate is a big win.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present P40f, a work-in-progress tool that can perform
passive OS fingerprinting directly in the data plane. With P40f
running on a programmable switch, network operators can
define and enforce security policies in the data plane by OS
type against incoming and outgoing traffic without relying on
external components. We prototype P40f in P4 and validate
P40f’s output against p0f with simulated packet traces. We
then used the prototype to characterize both incoming and
outgoing traffic from a real campus network.

The P40f prototype is a work-in-progress. We plan to
improve P40f’s fingerprinting accuracy by further investigating
the mismatches we observed in our evaluation. Both p0f and
P40f could not fingerprint the majority of our campus traffic.
This is because the current p0f signature set has not been
updated for quite a while. Building a new database of p0f
signatures with the latest OS types will boost the accuracy of
p0f and P40f. We leave this as future work as well.
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